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Materials and finishing

Dimensions

Matrix Y
TABLE

Design Juha Lätti

Matrix desk series has a clear design and the smart indentation of the 

legs allow even smaller spaces’ full utilization. 

Matrix Y leg is a simple and affordable basic leg without adjustments. 

It is compatible with table tops of varying sizes and forms to create 

combinations that suit well in classrooms and versatile shared spaces 

such as staff rooms, lounges or canteen areas. 

Available with antimicrobial materials.

Width / Depth

Height

Depending on the table top

Normal 730mm, high 900 mm

Leg                            Powder coated steel. Colour options: graphite,  

silver, black, white or chrome.

Table top                  Wide variety of  ISKU standard table top 

materials and colours.

Accessories              Front panel 



Matrix Y high
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Matrix I & I tall
TABLE

Design Juha Lätti 

The Matrix I and J desks can be used to build highly ergonomic and 

personalized workstations, as well as group workstations, for both 

small and large spaces. Normal and tall table height available. The 

Matrix I desk enables the user to choose an appropriate and 

ergonomic working height from an adjustment range of 205 mm. 

When adjusting the height of the desk, each leg is manually 

adjusted at a time. The entire Isku table top chart is available.

Available with antimicrobial materials.

Width/Depth

Height

As the table top, see table top chart.

63-83,5 / tall 80-100,5

Leg                            Powder coated steel. Color options: graphite,  

silver, black, white or chrome.

Table top                  Wide variety of  ISKU standard table top 

materials and colours.

Accessories              Front panel 

Matrix I desk has been 

rewarded with Nordic 

Swan Ecolabel.



Matrix I



Matrix I tall
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Matrix J&J tall
TABLE

Design Juha Lätti 

The Matrix J desk can be used to build highly ergonomic and 

personalized workstations, as well as group workstations, for both 

small and large spaces. Normal and high table available. The Matrix 

J desk enables the user to choose an appropriate and ergonomic 

working height from an adjustment range of 205 mm. When 

adjusting the height of the desk, each leg is manually adjusted at a 

time. Matrix J desk comes always with two wheeled legs. Castors are 

lockable.  The entire Isku table top chart is available.

Available with antimicrobial materials.

Width/Depth

Height

As the table top, see table top chart.

Normal 63-83,5 cm, high 80-100,5 cm

Leg                            Powder coated steel. color options: graphite,  

silver, black, white or chrome.

Table top                  Wide variety of  ISKU standard table top 

materials and colours.

Accessories              Front panel 



Matrix J
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Matrix T manual
TABLE

Design Juha Lätti 

Matrix T manual is manually height adjustable desk that can be 

equipped with 2, 3 or 4 legs from small working table to large 

conference table. Height can be adjusted for a variety of purposes 

by using the 15 cm adjustment range. The table can be fitted with 

round or rectangular leg pipes. A broad range of AV solutions is also 

available for the Matrix T manual conference tables.

The entire Isku table top chart is available.

Available with antimicrobial materials.

Width/Depth

Height

As the table top, see table top chart.

66-81 cm

Leg                            Powder coated steel. color options: graphite,  

silver, black, white or chrome.

Table top                  Wide variety of  ISKU standard table top 

materials and colours.

Accessories              AV solutions, front panel



Matrix T


